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Black Book Application
The Purpose of the Project
The most valuable aspect of the service industry is having excellent guest interactions. The
project concept is for an interactive customer experience for sales and promotions, private
events, personal shoppers and an elite loyalty membership for VIP treatment based on a user
profile. The Black Book application is an exclusive loyalty club for elite shoppers looking to take
their loyalty to the next level.
Companies participating in the program have a unique ability to enhance customer service
through anticipating their guests purchase utilizing guest favorites, personal shoppers,
suggestive sales for food parings or accessories. Black Book takes guest experience to the next
level.
The Black Book allows like to pair with like. The Black Book provides the option to integrate with
other users through a custom social network tentatively called “The Library”. The user can add
other Black Book users, create a circle of favorite friends, send invites based off calendar
bookings, review other users profiles, etc. This allows for the elite integrate with others who
share in the same luxurious lifestyle they do. While this is primarily for friendship and invite
purposes, this could evolve into a customizable dating network of sorts. Outside of The Library,
the user can send invitations and information to other users through various applications such
as the menu recommender, restaurant bookings, special events bookings, etc.
Paper Prototype
User onboarding requires a unique code from a private invitation allow the user permission to
access the application.

After confirmation of invitation, the user has the ability to link social media accounts to build a
customized profile. The more detailed, the better the application works. This can be modified at
any point by the user within the profile account settings. Within this account customization, the
user profile builds an inventory of favorite stores. Stores, restaurant or boutique, will be
available through a partnership cooperation with the application. This allows the user to link
preestablished relationships through purchaser accounts and loyalty memberships to the
application. Within these store profiles, the user can access menus and other key elements for
an easy purchasing experience.

The user home screen focuses on quick and easy selection for interacting with the application's
tools, such as messages, account history, previous interaction, payment, map of nearby
shopping, favorites list, placing a direct order, and search options.

After working with the prototypes, the design seemed to loose hierarchy making direction of the
interaction nonintuitive. A second sketch for the home menu option refine to a clean list seen
below.

Spot Seats / Seat Selector:
This allows the user to view the types of seating and preselect where they will sit at a
restaurant. The user can view bar, booth, table, lounge and high top seating options. The app
will then show the user an interactive map of the restaurant showing the user where there are
options to sit based on the type of seating they have selected. Once the user selects a seat in
the area of their preference, a confirmation screen will display a real image of the seat the use
has selected. The user can confirm this seating option or back out to select another.
Book Eats / Menu Recommender:
Consider this the brain of user eating activity. Any item a user orders will automatically be stored
in this app for future reference by date and restaurant. The user can select a date showcasing
items, which will take them to a new screen where they can slide through options relevant to
their previous eats. Everything is swipe oriented. Upon making a selection, the user will be
prompted with a confirmation screen to be able to send their pairing options to a restaurant they
have booked in the future, and even send the suggestions to a friend.

The Library / Social Network:
The Library is a social network that only includes users of the Black Book. On the main screen
the user can see three tiers of options:
 primary
: add, search, and remove a user
 secondary
: user selects “friend type book”, where they can group friends based on their
own personalization. examples: CEOs, frequent dining buddies, work friends, etc.
 tertiary
: my circle, the favorite friends where a user can quickly access their personal
VIPs
The Page Bar / Special Event Notification:
The user can see their special event notifications in 4 categories: dining, sports, shopping and
entertainment **note change from vacation. For example, if the user selects the sports option
they are automatically shown 3 options with the opportunity to scroll for exclusive events only
they have the access to. Options presented can vary along the lines of the following: club suite
tickets to a hockey game, front row at a Pacers game, sideline seats at a Colts game, etc. The
user can select an option and then view an image of that exact type of seating/event, and then
select or deny the event. If they select the event, they are then taken to a new screen where
they can add the event to a calendar, invite a friend or return home.

The Spot / Restaurant Booking:
The Black Book’s most lusted application: the holy grail of restaurant booking. This application
syncs up with the aforementioned Spot Seating to create the exclusive experience that no other
luxury provider can offer. The main screen greets the user with 3 options: favorite dining options
preentered by the user or can also be automatically synced by the application, the user can
search for a restaurant manually, or the user can browse by location. Spot search for a
restaurant is shown where a user can either search by name or cuisine type. Pending on what
the user enters, results will populate on a new screen allowing the user to see the name, menu,
review stars generated by reviews from other users, and allow the user to select the restaurant.
If the user browses by location, they will see the same information types for restaurants that
populate. Upon selecting an option, the user is presented with the option to easily swipe and
select to book their ideal time. On the confirmation page, the user can go to Spot Seating, add
to their itinerary manually, invite a friend, and book a car to their restaurant. If a user were to
book tickets for a shopping, entertainment or sporting event, this final screen would be similar in
those cases as well.

Additional View of the Private Invitation → Onboarding:
This is a secondary view of a user receiving their invitation email prompting them to download
the application. The user must enter a code to download the application from the application
store, and an additional code upon opening the application for the first time for security
purposes. The application will welcome the user with a slider of preview feature images, and
then transport the user to an introductory page where they can create their profile, view the
social network, customize restaurant preferences, go through invitation tutorials, etc, all while
receiving instruction in a side by side format. This page will inform and teach the user that the
entire application can be used by tapping buttons or sliding parts of applications on their
respective screens. Tapping and sliding are simple gestures that will not confuse the user as
they will be consistent in each individual component of the application. This will also enhance
learnability.

Prototype Validation:
Jessica’s user:
1) Re: Private Invitation and Onboarding:
The user commented that in the final screen, it would be hard to view a side by side suggestion
interface if the user was holding their phone in a vertical upright position instead of horizontally.
> The user is absolutely accurate that on a smartphone interface, it would be difficult to view a
lot horizontal state. Side by side instruction could be eliminated with a notification bar similar to
a running marquee at the top of the application screen, giving the user feedback based on what
they are doing.
2) 
Re: Private Invitation and Onboarding:
User did not understand the need to enter in security code at both the download screen and first
use of application.
> The double security code could seem redundant. However, for security purposes, having both
a separate code for downloading and utilizing the application for the first time to set up
onboarding prevents the user’s Black Book from falling into the wrong hands. Someone could
intercept the user’s information in the process of receiving these codes and try to take
advantage of a product they are not allowed to have. Double security promotes exclusivity. The
user could also feel that because of this extra initiative, the Black Book is really going the extra
mile to make sure that the user’s information stays protected. Or they could be annoyed by
having to do a little extra work.
3) 
Re: Restaurant Booking:
User wanted to see what user reviews would look like if opened up, and if the user reviews
could also coincide with the menu itself.
> The reviews would populate ideally in a list format where the user could scroll or slide through
them. While on previous brainstorming I did not think of the reviews coinciding with the menu, I
think that is an excellent idea. Each menu item could have the option to be reviewed by BB
users, and have the same star notation next to them. This takes the BB one step above the
typical user review site. Not only could the user view restaurant reviews, but they could also
view item reviews. This could be further enhanced with the option of the users being able to
upload photos of their food/drink, and even sync in instagram photos. Really nice idea I wish I
had thought about sooner!
4) 
Re: Restaurant Booking:
User wanted the option to be able to initiate number in party for reservation. User also
commented that there should be an additional screen option showcasing accepted and declined
invites in real time.
> Having the option to dictate the number of the users in the party would definitely be more
beneficial in the secondary screens versus at the end screen. This would be useful in terms of
Spot Seating as well  the user could note the number of people in their party and then view the
types of seating that would accommodate them. These would be helpful changes in both areas
to make the application interaction smoother. An additional screen showcasing accepted and

declined invitations in real time is an idea I actually had for solely the invitation management
component of the application. I think having it at the end of the restaurant booking doesn’t make
sense, and this type of information would be more useful in the other component mentioned.
5) 
Re: Seat Selector:
User did not understand the purpose of the layout option of the primary screen. User
commented the screen should just be in a circle / bullet format like similar screens.
> The user is correct that this doesn’t look ideal. I initially was thinking of combining the layout
screen of the restaurant with seating types to save the need for additional screens...and then
created those screens anyways. So this primary screen should be changed, into either the circle
or bullet format used by other components on their primary screens.
6) 
Re: Special Event Notification:
User did not understand why there was not some sort of dictation next to invite a friend option
on end screen as to how many people the user could invite assuming these events have a cap.
User thinks there should be a number in parenthesis or a circle dictating the cap. User also
questioned if the primary user of the Black Book could invite friends of the Black Book, or
outside of the Black Book.
> I think the cap variation definitely needs to be noted for special events. I also think that the
user should be made understood in the preliminary onboarding that the Black Book is solely for
those with a Black Book. Yes, you could take your husband to a Black Book event, but
realistically he would most likely be on the Black Book because you are. This concept needs to
be further refined, but I think to stay in the realms of exclusivity, there has to be a cut off at
some point.

Lauren’s User:
1) Re: Home Screen
User didn’t have a preference for either version of the home screen. Suggested, if going with the
second home screen design, that the design needed a primary landing page for clear direction
for user interaction with the application.
>The updated sketch for the home screen creates a welcome greeting upon user opening. It
proceeds into a home screen allowing the user to access the menu options, modify the account
settings, and proceed to selecting shopping experience with filter settings.

2) Re: Maps
User suggested keeping all mapping options consistent with “nearby” selections rather than
supporting a mapping aspect within the application. By utilizing the OS’s mapping application,
the application would require less updating and the user would be used to the map outside of
the standard application.
>The maps option represented with a navigational arrow or “NearMe” button would allow the
application to access the OS mapping application.
3) Re: Wishlists
User suggested creating a wishlist option to share with social network.
>User’s direction is a good idea, but keeping with the elitist status of the application, creating a

wishlist for personal shoppers or beer/wine list, specialist will allow the user to get the best
experience when sampling wine at the regular spot or wanting to try on a special dress for an
upcoming occasion.
4) Re: Registry
The user suggested creating an option to generate a registry feature, collaborating all the
companies into one list.
>Though this is a great idea, I don’t think it would be a key component of this application. It
would be a nice feature to develop further into the design stage.
5) Re: Social Media
User asked about the social network aspect. Suggested seeing competitive leader boards or
others recent purchases.
> This would be a neat feature as well, but the primary purpose of the design is for guest
experience, not social networking.
6) Re: User Benefit
The user suggested increase the reward benefit such as points or in store gift cards.
>Further design of the rewards program should include special features such as exclusive
promotions, rollover points, etc. The user is complete right; this needs more feedback in
interviews and testing.

